
But What About 2020?

Mark Miller received 5.28% of 
the vote to keep the LP on the 
ballot for 2018, but we will go 
through the anxiety of possible 
ballot access loss again that 
year. Mark Miller was by far 
the most qualified candidate we
have ever had running for 
statewide office. Major 
newspapers across the state 
recognized that and endorsed 

him. But can we repeat that in 2018?

This year, the old parties ran their least qualified candidates for
Railroad Commissioner, and while Mark Miller would be the 
most qualified in most any situation, the newspaper editorial 
boards might not have, for the first time ever, endorsed the 
Libertarian Party candidate if the old parties ran what those 
newspapers viewed as more acceptable candidates.

A key reason why we had such a problem with ballot access 
this year was the fact that the legislature changed a key law in 
2015. Previously, there was a requirement for a petition in 
addition to a filing fee for statewide Judicial Candidates for 
primary parties. The Democrats in the recent past often could 
not get the sufficient signatures needed, that is “50 from each 
court of appeals district,” leaving only a Republican and a 
Libertarian in a race. A bill, SB 44, has been introduced for the
2017 legislative session to restore that requirement. While that 
may well help us maintain ballot access, nothing is guaranteed.

Want to run for city or ISD office in May?

The filing period for May 2017 elections is January 18, 
2017 through February 17, 2017. The LPDC website 
elections page is loaded with links to help you get started!

Barring a candidate with millions of dollars to spend on a 
campaign, we must make sure we have candidates who have a 
good shot at acquiring the needed 5%, every time.

The Green Party didn’t retain ballot status, but not for lack of 
trying. The Greens had three Hispanic statewide candidates 
who received 3.28%, 2.65% and 2.21% while their non-
Hispanic named candidates received 1.23%, 1.36% and 
1.39%. The LP’s eminently qualified candidate for Railroad 
Commissioner, Mark Miller, ran 1.14% ahead of the next best 
LP statewide candidate (who was is a three way not a four way
race) and 1.31% ahead of the next best LP statewide candidate 
in a four way race. The Green Party candidate who received 
3.28% of the vote for Railroad Commissioner was Martina 
Salinas. While Salinas only ran 0.63% ahead of the next best 
Green candidate, she ran 1.89% ahead of the highest non-
Hispanic Green Party candidate. Think maybe the Hispanic 
name had something to do with that?

As far as the LP/GP competition for Railroad Commissioner, 
this year was a repeat of 2014. In 2014 Mark Miller ran behind

Martina Salinas in 40 counties. This year he reversed that in 
eight of those counties (plus one which resulted in a tie). A key
county where Salinas was ahead in 2014 by 854 votes, Bexar 
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County, Miller was 4077 votes ahead of her in 2016. I guess 
an editorial endorsement by the San Antonio Express-News 
does carry some weight. Another key County where fortunes 
were reversed was Nueces where Miller was 1820 votes ahead
of Salinas in 2016. Salinas was ahead by 213 in 2014. Again, 
an editorial endorsement does seem to carry some weight, this 
time by the Corpus Christi Caller-Times. Unfortunately, in 
seven counties where Miller was ahead in 2014, Salinas pulled
ahead of him this year.

In Dallas County this year, Mark Miller was ahead of Salinas 
in 477 precincts, behind in 269, and tied in 54.

There will be many more statewide races in 2018 than there 
were this year. With the data showing that a Hispanic name 
can pull a candidate up a percent or more, it behooves us to 
find qualified Hispanic Libertarians to run for statewide office 
in 2018.

If you have a Hispanic name, or know another Libertarian who
does, please give serious consideration to seeking statewide 
office in 2018. Express your interest by completing this form.

It's the Economy, Stupid!

The election of Donald
Trump has brought a
great deal of fear to
people fighting for
individual rights. The
electoral map shows
Trump carried
traditionally conservative
areas. What got him the
win, was flipping the rust
belt. How did he do this?
To quote Bill Clinton’s
1992 campaign, “It’s the
economy, stupid!”

The stock market is at record highs! However, wage growth is 
slow. How could that be? The “real economy” is much slower 
to improve.

When revised numbers come out, at least a quarter afterward, 
the numbers always go down. The voters do not see any net 
benefits of ‘QE’ from the Fed, which merely sends billions of 
dollars to the banks. As a reminder, the banks can lend money 
at over 3% interest when the bank gets that same money for 
0%. The federal government funds budget deficits through 
short-term 0% interest T-bonds. When those bonds come due, 
the government simply gets a new one to pay off the old. The 
Fed cannot raise interest rates for the simple reason that it 
would bankrupt the government. The politicians do not care 
because big business keeps giving them significant campaign 
contributions to get re-elected.

We need politicians that will look at what is good for the 
people, beyond the next election cycle. Trump says he wants 
to “drain the swamp,” improve the economy, and “make 
America great again.” I do not believe he will fulfill his 
campaign promises, but I do know, if he somehow does 
whatever is necessary to get crony capitalism out of 
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Washington and put the economy back on track to real 
recovery, then it will get worse before it gets better.

LPDC Membership Program!

Want to help out the LPDC and at the same time get some
cool libertarian swag? Check out our contributor 
membership program!

REAL ID: The Freedom-Hating Bullies 
Are Back

Current and Future Requirements?

Once the government begins collecting our individual
identifying features there will be no end to it. We will

all end up as common communal cattle.  

In November the Tenth Amendment Center warned us that the 
Federal REAL ID Bullies have once again woken up, raised 
their dictatorial heads, and began threatening more states to 
adopt their national identification system or their citizens will 

be made to suffer.

For those who have forgotten, or never knew, here’s what 
REAL ID is all about.

The REAL ID Act of 2005 is a federal law that demands every
US state, District, Territory, Commonwealth, etc. must create 
incredibly expensive and complicated identical driver’s 
licenses containing multiple technologically advanced 
identification features at their own taxpayer’s expense to be 
used as de facto national identification documents for every 
citizen. People without one of these dog tags will be punished 
by not being “permitted” to board airliners or enter federal 
buildings.

REAL ID, believe it or not, is a simple acronym that means 
“Real Identification.” As opposed to what, FAKE ID? The 
Office of Homeland Security has wanted to impose their really
Real Identification on everyone for years, apparently so they 
will know that you are really real.

Unfortunately for them, the United States government has no 
legal power to create any kind of compulsory “identity papers”
so beloved by despotic regimes of the past like Nazi Germany 
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and by some 100 
anti-freedom countries in the world today.

Anyone, Anywhere, Anytime… 

YOUR LIBERTARIAN OPINIONIZER’S PICK: (Kindle
version reviewed): Fellow prolific libertarian writer Russell
Madden explains in his short but crucially important essay
how national ID cards give more power and control to the
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ruling class while stripping us all of our privacy, freedoms,
rights and individuality – and ultimately our way of life.

A recommended starting point for learning more!

Buy Now

“Show Me Your ID!”
According to a Wikipedia entry on the subject the mandatory 
identity cards that must be carried at all times by the people of 
a hundred or so countries “must be shown on demand by 
authorized personnel.”

With the ever-increasing number of arrogant, narcissistic, 
control freak militarized cops already patrolling the streets of 
America it’s easy to imagine how even more dictatorial they’ll
become. Yet the same Wikipedia article reports "virtually no 
common law country has a card."

So what is a “Common Law” country? These are a few 
Western-style nations that have freedom-oriented rights-based 
legal systems like … guess who … The United States of 
America.

So who are these people in our US common law government 
that want to impose “Show me your papers” on their fellow 
citizens? And how can they do that with no legal power to do 
that? And forgetting the “official” definition above what is 
REAL ID really?

Expanding the Police State
REAL ID, to put it simply and precisely, is an important step 
in expanding the police state. Police states always believe in 
aggressively micromanaging their citizens, often under the 
guise of making them “safer” by making it easier to track 
down and catch criminals. Or under the prevailing 
rationalization, catching foreign and domestic terrorists. What 
inevitably happens of course is that the police state simply 
adds a layer of statist criminals on top of the existing non-
statist criminals and treating all of us like criminals in the 
process.

Obey Or We Shoot!

 
The more power handed over to them the less freedom we

get to keep. “Giving money and power to government is like
giving whiskey and car keys to teenage boys.” ― P.J.

O'Rourke | Source 

Explaining what REAL ID is simultaneously identifies who 
wants REAL ID; the tyrannical anti-freedom psychopathic 
ruling class who infests our political offices, our 
bureaucracies, our crony corporations and our global banking 
cartels.

Since the federal government can’t impose a national ID 
system the powercrats decided to write a law requiring all 50 
states and other entities under US control to create identical 
driver’s licenses bearing all the usual name, address, gender, 
DL number stuff plus a digital HD color photo, a machine 
readable barcode, a hologram, a gold star compliance mark 
(what, no smiley emoji?) and “Physical security features 
designed to prevent counterfeiting or duplication” that have 
been oh so successful in stopping credit card fraud. (Sarcasm.)

And by the way, your driver’s license photo will be stored in a 
facial recognition system even if you’re not a criminal. And 
don’t doubt for a minute that if they can figure out how to do 
it they’ll demand a string of everyone’s computer-readable 
DNA be embedded in the card and in their system too. And 
next? Chip implants in every newborn? Then future ID theft 
will require a scalpel.

Anyone thinking that’s over the top should be aware that the 
US House passed a human tracking device bill on December 
8, 2016. Today it’s for chipping people with Alzheimer’s and 
autism; as these things inevitably go tomorrow it will be 
mandatory for all the rest of us.
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Head Shot

 
Not paranoia. Not fantasy. Not conspiracy theory. Just not

mandated by The State yet. Human microchip implants have
existed since 1998.

A Grim Future
Since 2005 virtually every state in the union rebelled at the 
mandate. Most of the negative outcry was over the expense – 
although often disguised as moral principles – because state 
politicians would have to spend their own people’s tax money 
on compliance rather than on their own pet projects where 
money could more easily be skimmed off into their own 
pockets.

The feds, in the form of Homeland Security (who thinks their 
mandate is Police State Creator rather than Security 
Administrator) responded with intimidation; no one will be 
allowed on a commercial airliner without one of their full 
disclosure national identification documents.

Many states caved and began the compliance process. But 
other states didn’t cave so Homeland extended the compliance
deadline. States backed off and Homeland intimidated again. 
Some states worked toward compliance again. Some didn’t. 
Homeland extended again. This dance of intimidation and 
extension has been going on for years.

The ludicrous thing about the whole compliance tango is that 
no state can possibly come into full compliance anyway. 
Nearly a year ago the libertarian CATO Institute wrote that 
“Even the ‘compliant’ states aren’t compliant.” Why is that?

The realities of this scheme/scam, the article explained, are 
that “REAL ID has nearly 100 requirements, ranging from 
very easy, standard ID-card practices to things that are 
currently impossible and ill-advised. States have to do all of 
them to be compliant.” The report then precedes a complete 

list of 97 impossibly tangled bureaucratic requirements and 
regulations with this: “The full REAL ID requirements make it
easy to see why no state is in compliance today, and why no 
state should expend their taxpayers’ money on the onerous, 
complex scheme to implement the US national ID law.”

If all the states were somehow able to implement every part of
REAL ID what would America look like? Here’s a parallel in 
the real world of how REAL ID would work.

Today a person can be placed under house arrest and required 
to wear an electronic ankle monitor preceding trial, meaning 
before the person has been tried and convicted of anything. It’s
tantamount to declaring someone guilty until proven innocent. 
It’s like chipping your pet dog or clipping your cow’s ear. 
Carrying a national ID card is like being compelled to drop 
your drawers for any government functionary any time the 
functionary feels like demanding you to, whether you’ve done 
anything wrong or not.

The idea that “If you’ve done nothing wrong you have nothing
to fear” is laughable in a police state. Trading freedom for 
security has always been a stupid move but in this case trading
freedom for a police state is even stupider.

Grounding Texans

 
TSA says Texas drivers can’t fly after 2016 because their

licenses aren’t in compliance. Let’s see what airlines serving
Texas cities have to say about this!

America’s No Fly Zones
If these threatened states had principled leaders who believed 
in individual freedom and a backbone made of actual bone and
not Silly String they would call the Feds bluff. Go ahead, 
order the TSA to stop Americans from getting onto 
commercial airliners. Tell the Feds they can then deal with the 
screams of outrage. Deal with the political blowback. Deal 
with the immense pressure from the airline industry and the 
tourist industry and businesses that require travel when their 
profits become threatened and their net worth begin to tumble 
and the insider trading politicians see their own airline stocks 
taking a plunge.
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And it’s all a sham anyway. According to Life Insurance 
Quotes “the chances of being killed in a terrorist attack are 
about 1 in 20 million.” And the Washington Post points out 
that “while the Paris attacks left some 130 people dead, 
roughly three times that number of French citizens died on 
that same day from cancer.”

Guess what. REAL ID won’t cure cancer. What it will cure, 
possibly forever, is what’s left of our lingering, tattered 
freedoms. REAL ID won’t stop a single first-time terrorist 
attack, mass shooting or other deadly act.

So what’s the real purpose of REAL ID? Easy. Control of “the 
masses” by “the elites.”

But don’t worry. If REAL ID ever becomes everyone’s de 
facto national identification document you can bet the police 
state will keep us secure and safe by protecting us from our 
freedoms. Think how jealous those Nazis and Fascists and 
Commies will be, spinning in their graves. If only they’d had 
today’s technology…

Editor's note: Re-published from the Hubpages Libertarian 
Opinionizer with permission from the author. Editor's 
comment: This article was among the half-dozen very good 
choices from Garry's regular assortment of blog submissions. 
Check out his blog; you'll become a fan!

Want to write about libertarianism, but aren't ready for 
major publications? Want to test your articles first among
friends? Submit your articles bimonthly to the LPDC 
newsletter! It's painless, I promise!

Upcoming Meetings

• Trivia night at Trinity Hall 

◦ Every Sunday Night, 7:30 PM
◦ Trinity Hall Irish Pub & Restaurant 

5321 E Mockingbird Ln, Dallas, TX

• G  eneral Meeting
◦ January 10th, 7:00 PM – 9:00 PM
◦ Sambuca Uptown

2120 McKinney Ave, Dallas, TX

Up-to-date meeting announcements and details can always be 
found on meetup.com or Facebook.

Libertarian References

• Books
◦ Good to be King, Michael Badnarik
◦ Why Government Doesn't Work, Harry Browne
◦ Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand
◦ The Libertarian Mind, David Boaz
◦ Economics in One Lesson, Henry Hazlitt
◦ Healing Our World, Dr. Mary Ruwart

• Videos
◦ Neitzsche and the Nazis, Stephen Hicks
◦ Bullsh*t!, Penn & Teller
◦ Free to Choose, Milton Friedman
◦ America: Freedom to Fascism, Aaron Russo

• Websites
◦ The Libertarian Party of Dallas County

lpdallas.org
◦ The Libertarian Party of Texas

lptexas.org
◦ The National Libertarian Party

www.lp.org
◦ Students for Liberty

studentsforliberty.org
◦ Free Talk Live

www.freetalklive.com
◦ The Cato Institute

www.cato.org
◦ Molinari Institute

praxeology.net/molinari.htm
◦ Objectivism In-Brief

mol.redbarn.org/objectivism/writing/InBrief
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LPDC Officer List
Chair – Paul Petersen (chair@lpdallas.org)
Vice-Chair – Curry B. Taylor (vicechair@lpdallas.org)
Secretary – Jim Birchfield (secretary@lpdallas.org)
Treasurer – Curry B. Taylor (treasurer@lpdallas.org)

LPDC At-Large Directors
Marshall Beerwinkle (m_beerwinkle@yahoo.com)
Aubrey Eyrolles (aubreyleigh50@gmail.com)
Tatiana Farrow (farrow.tatiana@gmail.com)
Eugene J. Flynn (eugene@lpdallas.org)
Kevin Frederickson (dallaslibertarian@gmail.com)
Justin Long (justin@lpdallas.org)
Elle Rosen (elleprosen@gmail.com)
Barry Smith (b  ar  ry@lpdallas.org)
Resa Willis (resa.willis@yahoo.com)

Working Committee Leaders
Marketing – Aubrey Eyrolles (aubreyleigh50@gmail.com)
Outreach – Resa Willis (resa.willis@yahoo.com)
Fundraising – <currently vacant>
Candidate Recruitment – Barry Smith (barry@lpdallas.org)
Webmaster – Elle Rosen (elleprosen@gmail.com)

The LPDC is a local branch of the Libertarian Party based in Dallas 
County, Texas. Find out more about the LPDC at http://lpdallas.org. 
The Libertarian Party is the third largest political party in the United
States, and was established in 1971 to promote more freedom and 
less intrusive government in all aspects of life. Find out more about 
the LP at http://www.lp.org.
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Season's Greetings
and

Happy New Year
from the

Libertarian Party
of

Dallas County!
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Hey you!

Are you done reading this newsletter? Get one of your friends or
family members to read it!
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